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BIO:
Michele Chynoweth is the best-selling and award-winning author of The Faithful One, The Peace Maker,
The Runaway Prophet and The Jealous Son, contemporary suspense novels that re-imagine Bible stories.
Michele is also a sought-after inspirational public speaker who has addressed a variety of writers’
conferences and other organizations across the country, a professional editor for three publishing houses,
a college writing instructor, book coach and the founder of “Your Book Done Right” Master Class and
Elite Coaching. She’s also a graduate of the University of Notre Dame and lives with her husband in
North East, Maryland.
Michele has won several awards for her novels including:
New Apple Book Award for Best Cross Genre Fiction
Top Book Excellence Award for Best Religious Fiction
Top Shelf Magazine Indie Award for Best Inspirational Fiction
Selah Award (Blue Ridge Mountain Christian Writers Conference
Readers Favorite International Book Awards for Inspirational Fiction
Greater Philadelphia Christian Writers Conf. Writer of the Year
Maryland Writers Association Fiction Prize for Best Drama
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THE WISE MAN, A NOVEL

Finn Mitchell has grown up in the shadow of his father, U.S. President Leif Mitchell, but is now ready to
step into the limelight in his own right after successfully vying with his stepbrother to become the newest
member of the Supreme Court—which is poised to hear a landmark case that may overturn the infamous
Roe v. Wade decision forever.
Along his journey, Finn has also accumulated much in addition to his judicial prowess—wealth beyond
most men’s wildest dreams, women who fawn over his handsome good looks and charming ways, and a
secret empire involving a virtual reality tourism attraction on his private island that is about to explode.
But Finn’s desire for more is daunting and he finally realizes you can’t always get everything you want
even if you are one of the wisest, wealthiest, most attractive, successful and entitled men on earth…and
you can’t fill the God-shaped hole in your soul with all the riches of the universe.
An epic contemporary suspense based on the Bible’s Book of Solomon, The Wise Man will bring to light
the question, “What good is it for someone to gain the whole world, yet forfeit their soul?”
Seeking literary agency representation, available immediately in its entirety – approx. 83,000 words

